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Union Activities Board

Movies h~ the Rat:

Bands in the Rat:

(Wednesdays @7p.rn.)

(All bands perform 8-Jlp.m.)

Jan. 17th: Gladiator
Jan. 31st: Scary Mof/ie

Jan. lS'th: Vigilant
Jan. 26th: Frogger

WWF Wrestling Night:
(Mondays, 9-11 p.m. in the Rat)

Jan. 22nd & Feb. Sth
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE and EVERYONE ls

welcome to come!
Any ques1ions or comments, please conuic1 us at x5500
or stop by W028 SU.

Members of the Wright State community showed their support by participating in
SCLC Martin Luther King, Jr. Day March. President Kim Goldenberg was actively
involved in planning the festivities by serving as co-chairman for the event. The
marchers traveled from the north, south, east and west Dayton and congregated
downtown at Courthouse Square for a rally.

Car insurance from GEICO.
Because its neuer too early to begin
making sound financial decisions.
Whether you already
have your own car
insurance policy or you're
ready to sian one, our
great S1:1.1dent rates make
GEICO a wise cho1Ce.
'\Ne'll answer questions
and
handle
claims
24 hours a day. And in
many cases, your drum
can be settled within
48 hours of reponing

the: details of an incident.
And GEICO olTers a
variety ofconvenient payment
plans to meet your needs
al
Jom over 3 mlllion
lsn '1 it time you
drivers.
who ha,re already
graduated to
your own
switched lo an auto
insurance policy?
insurance company thats
Call GEICO
got an A++ rating. Call
to learn how.
GEICO today, and find
out just how much
you could save.

-----

Go<emmen< Empl~._ l~rana: Co. • GEICO Gcoecal lllSUnllC< Co
GEICO lndemnhy Co. • GF.fCO Casuahy Co. • W.oshlngion D.C. 20076

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Wednesday,Jan. 17
Rat Series Movie:
Gladiator, 7 p.m. in the
Rathskellar.
SOBC meeting 2-3 p.m. in
E163A Student Union.
"Good Morning
Commuters" in the Commuter
Lounge, 9-11 a.m.

Thursday, Jan. 18
Union Activities Band:
Vigilant, 8-11 p.m. in the
Rathskellar.
SOBC meeting 5-6 p.m. in
E163A Student Union.
Student Government
meeting in E1568 Student

Union at 6 p.m.
Campus Crusade for
Christ in the Medical Sciences
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Crimes of the Heart,
Festival Playhouse, Wed., 7
p.m.; Thurs./Fri./Sat., 8 p.m.;
Sun., 3 p.m., through Jan. 28,
$14, $16.

Friday, Jan. 19
"Artist Series" presents
Rhythm & Shoes, Student
Union Multipurpose Room,
7:30 p.m., $8-$15.

Saturday Jan. 20
CREC Outdoor Tree ski

trip. Call 775-5019 for more
information.

Monday, Jan. 22
Rat Series: WWF
Wrestling Night, 9-11 p.m. in
the Rathskellar.

Tuesday,Jan.23
CREC "Survival of the
Winter" workshop. Call 7755019 for more information.
"Good Evening
Commuters" in the Rike Study
Lounge, 5-7 p.m.
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News
Maple View suspects indicted

3

The Campus Beat. Ears to the Ground.

By Josh Sweigart
Staff Writer

Several individuals have
been indicted in connection
with the Nov. 17, shooting of
Brandy Brinkman at the
Maple View apartment
complex. Bernard \\ ashington, 19, a former Wright State
student, has been indicted for
murder and three counts of
attempted murder. as well as
one count of aggravated
robber) for an unrelated
occurrence.
Brinkman, 19, died at
Miami Valle) Hospital after
she \\as shot in the neck. She
was shot while riding in the
passenger seat of a Toyota
Corolla with her boyfriend
and t\\O other girls at about 8
p.m. after the car pulled into
the apartment complex.
Brink.man's boyfriend li\'ed at
the complex near West
Dayton-Yellow Springs Road
and Ironwood Drive, Fairborn
police said.
Police found the rifle
used in the shooting while
exercising a search warrant at
Washington's residence at
123 West Da) ton-Yellow
Springs Road, \partment 23,
in connection with the Nov.
14, rohber) of a pizza
dcli\er) man. Two pizzas

were stolen lbut no mon<~y.
If foundl guilty, Washington can face 15 years to life
in prison and up to 10 years
for each case of attempted
murder.
Initially, police charged

no motive, according to police
Capt. Mark Berry, but detectives believe the shooter was
standing about 75 yards away
and was not specifically
targeting Brinkman or anyone
else in the car.

Pay lees on

girl. She never gave me a bit
of problem," she said to
Dayton Daily News a~er
hearing of the arrests.
Maple View Apartments '.is
home to many WSU students.
About 40 to 50 percent of the
720 apartments the
complex owns are
rented by students.
This is the first
murder of a Maple
View resident since
the 1993 killing of
Barbara Conley,
according to Fairbo n
Detective Andy
Stockton. "You have
acts of violence
everywhere. It is in nlo
\\ay limited to Mapk
View," said Stockton.
The incident has,
had varying effects
on present Maple
View residents. "When I first
moved in I was told it was a
safe neighborhood, but now I
feel slight!) uncomfortable
coming home late at night,"
said Bernice Smylcs, a junior
in psycholog) at WSU who
lives in the area.
"It's not the best part of
town, but it's not bad," said
Ben Cook, a sophomore in
business that lives in the
building Brinkman was shot
at.

"Yiou have acts of violence
eve~rwhere. It is in no way
limit,~d to Maple View,"

-Andy Stockton

Fairborn Detective
another mar , Brian Mason,
19, with mwrder but changed
it to compli<tity to murder.
Police think the former
Wilmington ollege student
at least witnessed the shooting. John P. ; iler was also
indi~ted for failure to report
the murder.
Jerrod ~ arks, 19, a WSU
student was indicted for
obstructing ~ustice in connection with thie robbery.
Police h; ve established

"At this point I believe
she was just a real unlucky
girl. She was in the wrong
place at the wrong time. It
could have been anybod) ,"
said Berry.
Rebeccah Brinkman of
New Carlisle, called the death
of her daughter, who left
behind a 15-month old son, a
"senseless murder." "Why
would anyone be that crazy? I
don't understand. I will never
understand. She was a good

wsu students bridge the education ua,1
conjunction with two Dayton
middle schools towards the
goal of academic enrichment. From
June 1 I to
August 3,
students from
F.C.
Macfarlane
Middle School
and Wilbur
Wright Middle
School will
work with WSU
studentteachers to
The middle school students are selected
prepare for
high school
from local Miami Valley schools and
curriculum.
WSU educators must apply to become
Twenty
invovled.
middle school
students from
each
school
will
take part in a
\\'right State University's
six-week
co
rse
to prepare
Summerbridge Dayton
the
studenu
for
required
program is working in

by Michael Altvater
for The Guardian

high school classes. The
international program that ~s
students will take core
found in 40 locations includ·
courses in English, science,
ing Hong Kong and Hawaii.
math and social studies,
WSU is the only university
along with elective classes.
that works with the
The courses are taught by
Summerbridge program.
non-certified
WSU students who
have an
interest in
teaching.
The
program is
free to
Mac:Farlane
and Wilbur
Wright
middle
school
students.
Amy Cook enjoyed one-on-one teaching
Local foundaas
a Summerbridge participant last year.
tions suppl)
Summerbridge
funding.
See "Summer" pg. 6
Summerbridge is an

J

Raider
Express

By Jessica Donham
Staff Writer

Students are nm, able to
pay school fees instantly by
using the automated telephone S} stem, Raider
£.'\press.
Raider Express accepts
pa)mcnts \\ith a credit card,
internal scholarships,
financial aid or a combination of all three. They cannot,
hO\\e,·er, make a partial
pa} ment 0\ er the phone. The
system is programmed so it
will on!) accept a pa) ment if
the full balance 1s paid.
1n order to use the new
pa) ment system, students
should dial the Raider
fapress number, 77:i-4-100,
select option ":i" and press
"3" for pa) ment process.
\.\hen using a credit card
on Raider E.\'.press, students
can expect immediate
feedback rhe program will
dial in the credit card
information to Ke) Bank and
confinn the payment immediately. Then a receipt
number will be gi\'en for the
student's personal record.
Credit cards accepted by the
system are VISA, MasterCard
and Discover.
"\\ e have been working
on th.is project for two years.
\\e \\Cre trying to imprO\c
our senice to the students
b) making it easier and more
com enient for them to pa)
their fees," said Steven
Sherbet, University Bursar
and Director of Treasury
Senices.
According to Sherbet,
initial feedback has been ·
positi\'e. "During sessions
\•,here v.e went over the
process with students, the)
found it easy to use. So far
we have had around $50,000
in cn'dit card transactions,"
said Sherbet.
In addition to pa)1ng fees
over the phone, the Bursar's
office and the Offices of
Computing and Telecommunications are v. orking
together so students may
also pa) their fees with
Raider f.\:press' online serYice
Raider Online E,press (ROX)
b} Fall 200 I. Students can
alread) schedule classes,
check grades and obtam their
\\'right One card statement
owr the Internet \\ith ROX.
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rolessor?

Where is

By Josh Sweigart
Staff Writer

The closing of Millet Hall
has left some students in a
precaiious situation. Professors

½'ith former offices in Millet Hall
have been flung all over campus
and might be hard to find now.
Below is a directory of the
relocated facult) members and
their new offices until summer
2002.

Communications and English
Allyn Hall
Scott Giesel
Rick Johns
Carol Cornett
Jim Sayer
Henry Limouze
Chris Hall
Maggie MacDonald
Annette Oxindine
Rich Bullock
Deborah Crusan
Karin Spicer
Bob Pruett
Martin Maner
Gary Pacernick
Mary Beth Pringle
Oelman
Alpha Sharma
Elliot Gaines

228
247

David Baxter
J. Alexander-Paul
Carol Morgan

Allyn
Harvey Wachtel!
Miarjorie McClellan
Jo,hn Sherman

127 B
127 C
127 D

Russ
Ed Melton
Paul Lockhart
Donal Harreld

Russ
121
121
121
126 B
126 G
126 H
126 R
126 S
126 T
126 V
132
333
341
342
343

History

106
112A
201

201
241
241

Fawcett
Nancy Mack
243
Jung Soo Yi
306 B
Henry Ruminski
306 C
Barry Milligan
313 G
David Seitz
319 G
James Guthrie
437 B
437 C
Carol Loranger
Math/Microbiology
201
Frank Dobson
228
Robert Correale
University Hall
Janet Harbort
079
Richard Strader
079
Angela Johnson
079

•

0

•

Roy Vice
Martin Arbagi
Carol Englehardt
Robert Sumser433
Fawcett
Allan Spetter
Nancy Garner
Barbara Green
Kathryn Meyer

•

0

235
240
313

241
307 G
319A
437 D

0

124 B
124 C
126 N
126 P
126 Q

University Hall
Jim Walker
David Barr

107
147

Russ
Laura Luehrmann
Charles Funderburk
Edward Fitzgerald
Tracy Snipe

Allyn
Bob Riordan
Anita Curry-Jackson
Theresa Myadze
David Orenstein
Marlese Durr
Russ
David Bogumil
Bela Bognar
Marjorie Baker
Carol Brun
Fawcett
Norma Shepelak
Punam Bush
Edna Molina

Political Science and Women 's Studies
Allyn
cember Green
An ne Runyan
D nna Schlagheck
B bAdams
M rk Sirkin

Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work

107
130
224
237

135 E
135 F
135 G
135 H
135 J
227
231
242
260

307 A
313A
437 H

University Hall
Jacqueline Bergdahl
Tracy Steele
Norma Wilcox
Jeanne Ballantine
Marita Rogers

079
102
102
103
067

NEED MOTORJST ASSISTANCE?
1425 N. BROAD STREET
FAIRBORN 937-878-462 1

NOW OPEN!!!

BATTERY JUMP
7260 Miller Lane
Dayton, OH 45414
Phone : 937.264.1333
Fax: 937.264.0176

AIR FOR AFLAT TIRE
AGALLON OF GAS, IF YOURUN OUT
ON ACAivfi>US ROADWAY

-

CALL PARKINGAi'm TRANSPORTATION
AT 775-2528

GAME ROOM --POOL, DARTS.
AND MORE! !
FUN & COMPETITIVE LEAGUES.
MOONLIGHT- -SAT 10PM
$ 1.00AGAME--SUN l-4PM
BAR AND GRILL!!
STOP UP AN D SEE US!

TATTOOS
~ .... •bu:

BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY
Ill \I I II DI 1' \1{ I '\fl NI
0

I I< I N ,1 I l

ETWEEN 8PM AND 10PM MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
CALL 231-7114

767- 7144
l l 5 GLEN S I". YELLOW

SPRINGS

www.springbreak.sopadre.com

Days and Early Evenings
Do you want to start work immediately? Manpower of Beavercreek is looking
for.our oul bound call center representatives. We have part time positions in
Anattractive bussiness/casual work environment. You can choose from the
follow ing:
Market Research for national firm, 20-25 hours a week, Monday through
Friday. days, evenings. and some weekends required, starting pay $7.75 with
possible increase after 90 days.
For immediate consideration call Manpower of Beavercreek, 937- 426 - 2668.

Ill
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Atrium Deli grand opening with changes
By Jessica Donham
Staff Writer

The Atrium Deli, the
eatery on campus that
replaced the Facult} Dining
Room this fall, is holding its
grand opening celebration on
Jan. 17.
"With the grand opening
of the Hangar, which has
gotten national attention, we
thought that the Atrium
Deli's grand opening if held
in fall might be o,ershadowed," said Ron Ralston,
marketing manager for
Sodexho Marriott Services.
Featured at the opening

t81e

Ir.••• Whlp,f' lltOA..
P••

K••"-• rh, •• Ohio 48440
8'!!;?'/ 4&6•DALL (221515}
e37/ 432.p8010

,:, Always Eat

Tuesday

will be free samples of food
and a chancie to enter and win
a decorated cake. In addition
to the festiv,ities, a new sign
featuring thie Atrium Deli logo
will be unve;lled.
"We've t1ad some feedback from students, so there
have been a fcv,: changes
since fall quarter," said
Ralston.
One such change is the
addition of Cafe Wright.
During winter quarter it will
be open in t e Atrium Deli
from 8 to 11 a.m.
In addition to Cafe Wright
being located in the Atrium
Deli, the amount of products
available fo1 grab-n-go has
been increai,ed. The six most
popular sandwiches from last
quarter have been made
available for patrons to pick
up. These sandwiches are the
Classic Tur ey Club, the
Raider Hero Sub, the B.L.T. the Classic, the Tuna Salad
Sandwich, ti e Dagwood and
the 42 nd Street. Pre-made
salads and l[ruit cups have
also been ac~ded to the menu.

&

The LARGEST
ichelob Light Draft
Around, so big It
takes 2 hands to
hold.- Only $3.00
Tuesda Thursda
and
Sunday.

Wednesday
Ladies
Night!
Special ~ l ~
and Special .Cadles
~t1>rlnlt

TJI/JO«~

sandwiches are $5.39, with a1
choice of meat, cheese, bread
and toppings.
"We hope to make the
wait for sen-ice less by
offering things that patrons

Atrium Deli Dail

Savings on
POOL!

1•1e ~-•~ Whip, llto•..
K•U••rlne. Ohio 4&4♦ 0
-~7/43& · &ALL (St21!U') ,.:ice:t7/ .. S2,..8010

••

Monday
The Pink Flamingo- Four ounces of pin•c seafood salad,
with leaf lettuce and tomato pita.
The Kaiser- A half-pound of ham; turkey breast and Swiss on
a Kaiser roll with lettuce, tomato and mayo.

Tuesday
"Hot Tee" Special- Hot deli entree. Call 775-5637 for special.

Wednesday
New Orleans Muffaletta- Italian sandwich roll, cheddar and baby Swiss cheeses, hard
salami, baked ham and chopped -olive mixture.
Vegetarian Muffaletta- Roasted red and green peppers, Swiss and cheddar cheeses and
chopped-olive mixture on Italian roll.

Thursday
"Hot Tee" Special- Hot deli entree. Call 775-5637 for special.

Friday
The New Yorker- Corned beef, pastrami, Swiss cheese, Cole slaw, Russian dressing and
sliced tomatoes on pumpernicl<el.
The Cape Codder- Pepper-smoked turkey breast
sliced tomato and lettuce on Italian bread.

Why Sp d AU
Your V ation

r

Mone1 On

,

~~ll!~~~f;➔li' Front
Finest Beach
Hotels at

Accomm datioas

-

. 15 of Daytona's

H~!--:;~"

ign
ancy

t he Best Prices

ERIENCED

S.uu>-dav

... .. '
aoon· Spm

Mu•t be, 1
M e m ~ of A

Ask A hci u.t Out' "Spring Break Party Caral''

~ ;-

CAl [L

FREI! HAND •

A'lv.
ALSO
BOD
rt,h.~, I

1-800- 881 - 9173

C,h eck. u s

ou.1: o n

the W 4!b

• Handicap Acce••lbl.e
AL PERSONALIZl!D oes10N

BOLD • TRIBAL • PORTRAITS

G ARTISTS
TUR.ING DODY
CING &:
JEW"ELR.Y

a.,-, ,,,, Kut~ at Fro,n,

TR.IC.T

NORTH

276-306

w,-.i w.daytonawelconiecent'e.r.con:1

Feeling very tired and have a sore throat, fever, S\\
~
swollen hnmh nodes?
You may b~ eligible to join a research study!
The study involves 7 clinic visits.
Participants are reimbursed!

6t/QI/OlflHA$1W/M

INNn NlflllT PRIDE

can pick up and go," said
Ralston.
Hours for the Atrium Deli
are 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

-~11~•--•·11

Thursday
Coll~ ID Ni~1.t

Ready-made sandwiches
are now available. A made-toorder form can be completed,
and a worker will create a
sandwich made to patron
specifications. Made-to-order

+

For more information contact:
Well ls Institute For Health Awareness
Telephone: 1-937-293-2157
Toll Free: 1-877-293-2157
mail:
Clinrs rch @earthlink.net
www.Wellslnstitute.com
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"Summer" contmued
from pg. 3

Cox Ohio Publishing
Part Time Opportunities
Customer Service Representatives
Our Customer Communications Center is accepting applications for part time Customer Service
Representatives. In this role, you will accept in-bound calls from Dayton Daily Ne\\-s and Springfield
News-Sun subscribers. We're looking for candidates who have proven customer service skills.
preferably in a call center environment. Candidates should also be keyboard/PC literate with a
pleasant phone voice and active listening skills. Our Customer Service Representatives enjoy
resolving customer needs! Reliable tramportation and stable work history are also required.
These part time. 25 to 30 hours per week. schedules include Saturday (5:45 a.m. to noon) and Sunday
(6:45 a.m. to I :00 p.m.) hours. The remainder of the scheduled hours will be during the regular call
center hours of Monday through Friday 6:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Training hours are Monday through
Friday from 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m for three weeks.
We offer a competitive wage of $8.25 per hour with medical benefits available after 90 days of
service. 40 l (k), paid weekly and a relaxed dress code.

If you would like to be a part of a winning team, please call today to schedule an
interview.
(937)754-2136 or 800-891-7140
Cox Ohio Publishing
1242 E. Dayton Yellow Springs Rd.
Fairborn, OH 45324
Equal Opportunity Employer

Currently, Summerbridge is a
pilot program and will be
until 2002.
WSU graduate Dawayne
Kirkman directs
Summerbridge Dayton.
Kirkman was first involved
with the program in Boston
during the summer of 1996
where he taught English. He
then taught in Hawaii for
another year before he went
on to direct the program for
two consecutive years.
Kirkman came to WSU and
earned his Masters of Arts
in history in June of 2000.
Since graduation Kirkman
has been hired as the WSU
Outreach Project Coordinator.
According to Kirkman,
the program allows students
explore the responsibilities
of a teacher before reaching
the student-teaching segment of their education.
"You will walk a~ay !from
Summerbridge) knowing
that teaching is the only
thing you want to do, or
that it is not a career option," said Kirkman. He also
said that it gi\'es students
an appreciation for the

Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You' ll Ever Need:
- We stock many of the popular over the counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
-Our supplier is Cardinal Distribution in Columbus, Ohio.
-We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medical supplies, such as bathroom safety, braces and supports, cervical
support, diabetes care, hosiery, incontinence urologicals, ostomy, wound
management, and other areas as well.
-We give a 10 percent discount to seniors (age 60 and over) and
WSU students.
-We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
-The average wait for your prescriptions is under 10 minutes
and often five minutes.

education system.
WSU student and
Summerbridge participant
Sara Dennison said getting
involved in education at an
early stage aids in her
curriculum. "I know how to
deal with students better,"
she said. "I know what
works and what doesn't." As
a math teacher, Dennison is
also challenged with presenting problems in a fun
and interesting manner.
Loretta Lawrence,
assistant principal of F.C.
Macfarlane Middle School,
sees the program as beneficial because it gives the
middle school students an
outside connection with the
community that encourages
academic success. All
students who still reside
within the school district
are returning for their
second summer session.
The Summerbridge
program is currently seeking 16 WSU students interested in teaching for the
upcoming summer session.
Applications can be picked
up at 126 Allyn Hall. The
application deadline is
March 12.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm
PHONE: 775-3414

Also Located in Fred White:

Internal Medicine x4580

+

Student Health: Ext. 2552
Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner and
Gordon Walbroehl, M.D. seeing students daily.
www.wright.edu/admin/ fredwhite/pharmacy/
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I{culture} IWSU celebrates Chinese and Vietnamese New Year
By Russell Florence
Staff Writer

Not all New Year's
celebrations ended on January 1. Wright State will
celebrate the Chinese and
Vietnamese New Year in the
Student Union and in Allyn
Hall next week.
Sponsored by the Asian,
Hispanic and Native American
Center (AHNA) and the
Uni\ersity Center for International Education, the Chinese
and Vietnamese New Year
festivities will be a two-day
celebration incorporating
Asian history and good oldfashioned fun.
"Celebrating the New
Year is very important in our
culture," said Mai Nguyen,
Director of MINA. "In our
culture we believe that rituals
such as cleaning a house
thoroughly will bring good
luck, good fortune and
happiness. It's highly impor-

tant to always celebrate the
lunar New Year."
As with every year, the
Chinese and Vietnamese New
Year is represented by a
specific animal.
The year 2001 has been
deemed the Year of the
Snake.
"In defining the year of
the snake we look inward to
one's personality," said
Nguyen. "If someone has the
sign of the snake then they
are noted for their discreetness, passion, calmness, their
wisdom and their insightful,
yet private nature."
The New Year celebration
kicks off on Tuesday, Jan. 23,
from noon until I p.m. in the
Student Union Atrium, with
performances of martial arts,
a magical show and a dragon
dance.
"A special team of Asian
American students have put
together the dragon dance,"
said N en. "John and Eric

Hodac assembled a group of
students to take part in the
dance, and it promises to be a
very enlightening and fun
experience for all."
The celebration concludes
on Wednesday, Jan. 24. From
noon until 1 p.m. on that
date, there will be an International Brown Bag Seminar
conducted in the Student
Union.
Political Science Professor
Laura Leuhrmann will present
"Injecting Asian Studies Into
the Curriculum."
There will also be an
assortment of enjoyable
acti\'ities at the Chinese New
Year Celebration, gathering in
067 Allyn Hall from 11:30
a.m. until 2:30 p.m.
Featured items at the

event will include Chinese
fortune telling, complimentary nametags / bookmarks
written in Chinese calligraphy, door prizes including
dinner for two at local
Chinese and Vietnamese
restaurants and complimentary Chinese Dim Sum
(Dumplings).
"The shape of the Chinese
Dim Sum holds a special
significance," said Nguyen.
"The shape resembles gold
corn. The Chinese believe that
if you eat Dim Sum you will
be prosperous all year
round."
Viemamese spring rolls
and sweets will also be on
hand.
"One of the special
sweets will be lotus seeds,

The Chinese
and Vietnamese
New Year
celebrations last
year induced
numerous
festivities such
as Chinese
, fortune telling,
complimentary
nametagss /
bookmarks
written in
Chinese
calligraphy, door
prizes and
complimentary
Chinese Dim
Sum dumplings.

Cellist Yo-Yo Ma
performs with the Silk
Road Ensemble

l{fine arts}I Regional
By Russell Florence
Staff Writer

The Dayton Art Institute
is showcasing the stilllife paintings of Tipp City
artist Anita Tresslar in their
popular Regional Artists
Gallery through March 18.
Tresslar's paintings show
the relationships between
everyda) objects such as
food, flowers and household
items by connecting t hem
using directional lighting and
vibrant color.
"The use of color and
light creates reflections and
color changes of nearb)
objects which becomes a
pattern of sorts and adds to
the complexity of the paint{DAI)

Ohio Theatre, Columbus
Wednesday, Jan. 24
7:30 p.m.
SO percent off with student ID

Buy tickets at Ticketmaster or
call (614) 431-3600

which are a symbol of purity,"
said Nguyen.
The Chinese and Vietnamese New Year incorporates a rich sense of Asian
culture, which Nguyen hopes
the students at WSU take hold
of and participate in.
"The center tries to bring
out an authentic experience
for our students," said
Nguyen. "The resources and
information here are to help
students learn from one
another and to share. Please
join us, especiall} those of
you who still ha\'e the Christmas blues, for your worries
will cease because another
New Year's celebration is just
around the corner."
For more information,
call 775-2798.

artist displays work at DAI

ing," said Tresslar.
Tresslar, a Wright State
alumnus ha\'ing graduated
magna cum laude, holds a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
and was a teaching assistant
in the Art and Art History
Department in 1994.
For inspiration, Tresslar
uses objects she has collected
over the years as well as
flowers from her garden.
Although some objects
have sentimental value to her,
she chooses them based on
how they relate to each other
and not on the emotional
aspects of the object.
Tresslar says composition
of the objects is the most
important aspect \,hen

setting up a new still life.
"I sometimes use pattern,
in the form of printed fabrics,
painted objects or leaves
from plants as a compositional element in the paintings," said Tresslar.
Tresslar has won numerous awards including several
from the Piqua Arts Council
as well as the Dayton Visual
Art Center and Rosewood Art
Center.
Admission to the Regional Artists Gallery is free
and the galleries are open
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
everyday and Thursdays until
9p.m.
Check out
½ W½ .da)1onartinstiu te.org.
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IOnce in a lifetime jazz: Citylolk series continues
By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer
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Cityfolk will present
legendai, alto saxophonist
and master improviser Lee
Konitz and the young New
York pianist FranJ..
Kimbrough in a special oneconcert-onl) pairing as part
of the Cit) folk Jazz Series.
Lee Konit1. first came to
prominence in the 1940s,
creating a st) le on alto
saxophone that set him apart
from the dominating presence of Charlie Parker.
He appeared in Claude
Thornhill's impressionistic
big band, Stan Kenton's most
progressIVe orchestra, Miles
Da,•is' "Birth of the Cool"
nonet, Lennie Tristano's
intricate combos, and Gerry
Mulligan's "cool" bands of the
l 950s before moving on to
lead his own bands, including
the Lee Konitz Nonet.
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Named one of jau's great
saxophone imprO\ isers,
Konitz has been heralded
through the decades.
Konitz's recording career
has spanned almost 50 years.
Two of his most recent
releases, "Alone Together"
and "Another Shade ofBlue,"
were recorded at a 1996 li\·e
show pairing Konit:t with

It's your money!
GECYOUR TAX REFUND FAST
WITH ELECTRONIC rlUNC.

TAX ESTIMATES FREE

'I,o
WSU!
•
429-8650

+ Refund Loan~ in 1 -3 DaysJ
+ Tax Preparation Avaib.ble
+ Lo-w Service Fees
... Direct ~ s i t

µo-Pilqjjiv 1ivc S olution •,

Talbo tt Tow i!t's
13 l N Ludlow St., S uite 105.1
Da~ton, Ohio 45406

937-222-8663
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Mid Ohio Law Information Day
for
Minority Men and Women
Saturday, January 20, 200 I
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
at the Columbus Bar Association
175 S. 3rd Street
Columbus, OH 43215

Life Must be Experienced,
Not Viewed.
ou didn't learn to nde your bike from a
videotape, so why would you learn how to
kickbox from one?

Y

Our Cardio Kickboxmg program
provides you with live, person to
person instruction from martial
artists who know how to be
safe and effective. But
most of all. it's a lot more fun
than watching a video tape
in your living room.

Please RSVP
to the University of Dayton School of Law
By phone: £937} 229-3555
By email: lawinfo@udayton.edu
Please include your name. address, phone number and e-mail

Cardio Kickboxmg ... Don't
view 11. Experience ii!

T~•F; E: ~~~,
WORLD

Sponsored by: Capital University Law School,
Uni,ersity of Dayton School of Law. and
The Ohio State University College of Law.
UndemTittcn by a grant from the Lim School Adm1ss1on Council.

-

(937) 848-3388
Sugar Creek Plaza II
6208 Wilmington Pike
at 1-675 - Exit 7

bassist Charlie Haden and
pianist Brad Mehldau.
Other recordings include
the 2000 RCA Victor Jazz
release "Sound of Surprise"
and the 1999 Atlantic release
"The Real Lee Konitz."

A founding member of
the acclaimed Jaa Composers Collective, Frank
h.imbrough, has emerged as
one of the most imaginative
keyboardists in New York's
creative music communit).
Kimbrough is a facult)
member of New York
University's Department of
Performing Arts Professions
and is an authority on the
music of the late pianist/
composer Herbie Nichols.
Kimbrough was awarded
a 1995 Jazz Performance
Fellowship by the National
Endowment for the Arts to
fund two concerts in Ne\'\
York City featuring 24 of
Nichols' compositions as
played by a dozen musicians
in 16 different ensemble
configu rations. The presentation has subsequently toured
the world.
Kimbrough last performed in Dayton as the
pianist for Cityfolk's 1999
p resen tation of "A Tap Dance
Spectacular."

Like Konitz, Kimbrough is
known for his improvising
and musical flexibility.
The concert pairing of
Konitz and Kimbrough will
take place on Saturday, Jan.
20, at 8 p.m. at the Dayton
Art Institute's NCR Renaissance Auditorium, 456
Belmonte Park North.
Gen eral admission tickets
to the concert are $ I 8,
available through the Cityfolk
box office at (937) 496-3863
or at Gem City Records, 318
East Fifth Street.
As with all Cityfolk
events, this performance is
wheelchair accessible, and
large-print or Braille programs arc a\ ailable.
tor more information on
accessibility or to request a
Braille program, contact lloll}
Bergman at (9]7) 22J-3(i5S.
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artsllOon Quilote: what a man

By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer

The Victoria Theatre
Association will present the
internationall} acclaimed
Broadway musical, "Man of La
Mancha."
"Man of La Mancha" has

been claimed as a masterful
achievement, and toda} it
remains bold, exciting,
inventive and enthralling.
Grammy award-winning
performer, Jack Jones, brings
his warmth and musical
excellence to the Victoria
stage in the lead role in this
much-anticipated show.
Set m Spain during the
Inquisition, Don Quixote of La
Mancha imagines he lives in a
long-gone age of knights,
ladies and chivalr}.
An embarrassment to
relatives and neighbors, Don
Quixote sees only the best in
people, leading to hilarious
and heartbreaking adventures.
"Man of La Mancha"is

one of nearly 200 adaptations
of Miguel de Cervantes' "Don
Quixote," one of the greatest

masterpieces of world
literature.
Tony award-winning
writer, Dale Wasserman, knew
that the life of Cervantes
mirrored the tormented
existence of his character
Don Quixote.
Accordingly, he fashioned
a musical play in which an
imprisoned writer tells an
inspiring story to his
cellmates while awaiting his
O\·vn fate at the hands of
members of the Inquisition.
This a.vard-winning
Broadway classic has never
failed to enchant audiences
and is hailed as an exciting,
uplifting and inspiring
theatrical event for all ages.
"Man of La Mancha" was
an immediate hit when it
opened on Broadway in 1965
and was honored with
numerous awards.
After over 2,000 performances, the play ended its
premiere run and has since
gone on to become one of the
great musicals of modern
theatre.
Don Quixote is played by
Jones, who has sold millions

of records, and of his over 50
albums, 17 of them charted in
Billboard's Top 20.
Acclaimed as a singer,
arranger and actor, Mr. Jones
has performed around the
world and in such venues as
Carnegie Hall and the White
House.
His hits include the
Grammy-nominated theme
song from "Man of La
Mancha," "The Impossible
Dream."

"Man of La
Mancha"
Through Jan. 28

Victoria Theatre
138 North Main
Street Dayton
Tickets: $26 and $51

For more
information, call

(937) 228-3630.
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Martin Sexton
"Wonder Bar''
[Atlantic]

By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer
"Wonder Bar" is the
second release from musician
Martin Sexton, bending a
playful rock sound with
spiritual melodies, blues and
intimate lyricism.
Boston based troubadour
Sexton is accompanied on the
album by longtime drummer
Joe Bonadio and tv,;o of rock's
most valuable players, bassist
Tony Levin and keyboardist
David Sancious.
"Wonder Bar" is soulful,
reflective in it's lyrics and
connected with a very spiritual base.
In its richly textured
sonic approach, songs such
as the shimmering and
soulful "Freeworld" or the
raucous rave-up "Angeline"
distill soul, gospel, R&B,
country and the blues - in
short, the American musical
vernacular - into archetypal

9

rock-n-roll.
"Wonder Bar" reflects the
influence of gospel music's
redemptive power on the
songwriter, as matters of the
soul - both secular and
spiritual - ripple through
songs such as "Faith On The
Table" and "Hallelujah."
The fact that Sexton knew
what he wanted in this album
is quite evident in each of its
tracks.
"Wonder Bar" is a great
album worth a listen too regardless of your musical
preference.

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
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The results are in! Customer satisfaction surveys completed last quarter are
driving the changes you'll see this quarter in Dining Services. Give us your
feedback about The Hangar this month. Watch for survey announcements!
Flamingo Frenzy! Grand Opening of the Atrium Deli is coming Jan. 17, 2001 !
Check out the great specials in The Rathskellar -- coupled with the Union
Activities Board's exciting new programs and live entertainment!
Look for the Meal Deal in The Hangar and Union Station. This is a complete
meal -- hot entree, vegetable, starch and medium soda -- for only ~5.50!
(Vegetarian option also available.)
Be on the prowl for your Raider Tracks Coupon!

••

Sodexho M~ott

---SFl{VIC~S---
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_I Frenzied 'Traffic'llows nrithout stops I

_{f_ilm_}

By Russell Florence
Staff Writer

Intense and filled \\ith a
haunting realism, ''Traffic" is
a cmcmatic thrill ride about
the turbulent world surrounding the contemporary drug
trade.
"Traffic" is comprised of
three plots. First, there is the
ne\\l} appointed U.S. drug
ciar, played by Michael
Douglas, who slowly reali:£es ·
that drugs ha, e invaded his

1k411
Area arts events

life unbeknownst to him.
Second, a border cop, pla}ed
by Benicia Del Toro, is hired
to shut d0\\n various Mexican
cartels. Third, a wife of a drug
kingpin, pla) ed b) Catherine
Zeta-Jones, attempts to sa, c
her husband from imprisonmcnt by an} means neccssary.
Surprisingly, all thrl'e
stones are gi\'en an equal
amount of screen time and
each is properly concluded
\\ithout any doors left aJar.

Exhibition featuring large
still-life paintings by Anita
Tresslar of Tipp City.
Admission rs free.

Through Feb. 9

Tickets on sale:

Dayton Visual Arts
Center (DVAC}
40 West Fourth Street
Dayton
(937) 224-3822
"Personal Expressions," an
exhibition of woodcut
prints and drawings by
Cincmnat1's Thom Shaw,
confronts the viewer with
social issues and images
of African American life
and culture.

Bogart's
2621 Vine Street
Cincinnati
(513} 281-8400
Tuesday, Jan. 30: Everlast
performs.

Through March 4
Dayton Art Institute

456 Belmonte Park North
Dayton

(937) 223-5277:
"Out of Afnca" SubSaharan trad1t1onal arts on
view.
Admission $5 for adults,
$3 for seniors and stu
dents 12 and over.

Through March 17
Dayton Art Institute
Regional Artists' Gallery

Friday, Feb. 9: Twiztid
performs at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $1 S.
Wednesday, Feb. 14: Face
to Face performs.
Hara Arena
1001 Shiloh Springs Rd.
Dayton (93 7) 278-4776
Tuesday, Jan. 23: Green
Day performs.

Although Douglas' story
resonates to a greater extent
due to his daughter's traumatic descent into drug •
addi.ction, Del Taro's dedication to fighting the Mexican
drun lords is quite compelling
and makes for gripping
star} telling and an effective
use of subtitles.
The stellar ensemble also
includes Don Cheadle as an
underco,·er agent, Erika
Christensen as Douglas'
daughter and scene-stealer
Top her Grace as her bo}
friend. Howc,cr, Zeta-Jones
and Dennis Quaid, as a friend
of her family, are the \\cakest
links in the film and are outshined by a handful of minor
char•acters portrayed by
Salma Ha} ck, Amy Irving and
Benjamin Bratt.
All accolades for "Traffic"
must be bestowed upon its
dirnr::tor Ste,en Soderbergh
rErin Brock,)vich"). Partially
filmed in Cincinnati and
spri1nkled with Ohio refercncEts, Soderbergh's film is
, isuall) superb and St} hsticall) fla,,lcss \\ith a hint of a
documentary feel.
Without becoming
prca.chr or mer-the-top,
"'I raffle" lets audiences in on
the treal action surroundmg
drui culture. Although it
takes an introspectiH· approach, ii docs not offer any
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G
eddy Lee

"My Favorite Headache"
[Atlantic]
By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer
"My Favorite Headache"

marks the solo debut from
Geddy Lee, bassist and
rncalist of renown power trio
Rush.
The album features the
\Ocals and instrumental
creati\ it} of Lee, who 1s
joined by guitarist/ multiinstrumentalist Ben Mink and
drummers Matt Cameron and
Jerem) Taggart.
Lee unleashes 11 strik·
ingly diverse songs, ranging
from propulsh e and elastic
rockers like "Grace To Grace"
and the title track, to the
shimmering socially driven
pop of "Slipping" and 'The
Angel's Share."

"It was an opportunity to
do things in a way that I
couldn't do things in the
context of the band," said
Lee. "I didn't have to be
democratic, and I didn't have
the pressure of having to Jive
up to some preconcei\ed
notion of what the music is
supposed to sound like."
Imaginative musical
inH•rplay has long been one
of Rush's trademarks, and

Nutter Center
Sunday, Feb. 11.
Barenaked Ladies perform.

indeed there are sonic
similarities to Lee's regular
gig throughout "My Favorite
Headache."

Of course, as he notes on
the Eastern-tinged "The
Present Tense,"
''When you lose the past I
The future makes no sense."

"I cannot deny m} roots,"
said Lee. "So there are ob,·iousl} going to be moments
that sound like Rush."
"But at the same time, I'm
blending my style with
IMink'sl influences," said l.ee.
" I found that the more I wrote
with him, the t WO of us kind
of saw things remarkabl}
. similarly. We pooled our
writing talents in a way that
was incredibl} synchronous,
and r trunk that combination
has put it outside of Rush."
Lee succeeded in what he
sought in "My Favorite
I leadache," producing a
familiar sound, which is also
distincti\'e.
"My Favorite Headache." is
both intelligently written and
performed, prO\ iding the
listener with songs to stir
}Our emotions, not to mention your feet.

Send arts and
entertainment events
information to
9uard1anscene wnetscape.net.
one week ,n advance.

e
S-ta:te
eYea:r?
Want to Sa) thanks to those
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aiscd )OU and no,\ support you in your quest for
tion'! Nominate them for the

~~u..,._;),L.U;.u..i..~.iL..Y...ldl~o!.LUr__i_QOJl,c,Ll..L

OE..lli.E. y ~

The process is simple, just fill ou the enclosed form and tell us in 500 words or less
\\h) )Our lo,cd ones desenc t is prestigious honor. A selection committee "ill
screen essa)S and all nominati
"ill recche a certificate of recognition. A\\ard
recipients nill he honored d ing the Parent's Weekend Brunch on Sunday
anuar) 28, 2001.

d
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SHARPEN
YOUR

COMPETITIVE
EDGE.

No matter what area
you've chosen for your
college major, you can
enhance your competitive strengths now. Join
Air Force ROTC and
learn the lessons of
leadership as you
develop skllls that are
critical to career success.
It's your move ...

Call

775-2730
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How comfortable do you
feel giving out your Social
Security numbe1 here at the
university? Maybe you
whisper it at counters or even
write it down when asked for
it. With Social Securil.)
numbers being not only
student ID numbers, but also
keys to other sensitive,
personal information, the),
should be guarded carefully.
But is the university doing it
all it can to safeguard your
identity from prying eyes?
For the Wright State
Registrar's Office, the protection of students' Social
Security numbers has been a
big concern, especiall) since
May when CNN published a
report concerning Congress'
worry about who might haYe
}our number. In the report

ilittp://www.cnn.com/2000/
!lS/05/09/
.social.security.misuse/
i.ruk&html#U. CNN said that
there has been a 175% increase of SSN fraud between
1998 and 1999 and these
numbers are expected to go
up even more with the
increased use and sale of
electronic data.
As Congress re\ iews and
changes the national laws
concerning Social Security •
numbers, the Registrar's
Office here at \\ St, is reviewing its own polices and taking
corrective action.
"When the CNN report hit
in !\lay, I was getting together
notes and by the summer
class list, I was making
changes. That report raised
s_ome major e} ebrows in both
CaTs and lat the Registrar's),"
explained Dm·id Sauter, the
University's Registrar.
After the changes,
students' full SSNs haw been
removed, replaced instead b}'
0 nl} the last fi\·c digits. As
facult) President, Dr. James
Walker said, the ne"' policy is
Pretty simple. "\\e're just
told not to use student's
S_ociaJ Security numbers.
lhat's the policy."
Sauter and his staff also
reviewed other forms and
reports that his office used to
sec\\ here else students' SSN
rna) unnccessaril) appear.
for example, grade
repons no longer ha, c the
student's SSN on them. "\Ve

By Alf Butler,
Senior writer
were finding if the grade
mailer wasn't put in right, it
slipped, or was held up to
light, all sorts of things could
happen,"Sauter said. "So the
envelope is now thicker and
the SSN is not on there. Sure,
grades aren't anyone's
business, but more importantly, it's that SSN that is no
one's business."
Most importantly, the
goal is to devise screens that
are not personally identifiable. Whether it's a report
used by the Registrar or the
new ROX website, the form
should tell the person enough
information without revealing
personal details. "We're not
displaying information about
who you are, it's just the stuff
you want to see," said Lisa
Price, Senior Programmer and
Technician for CaTS. "I think
that's the biggest security
bec.ause someone has to
connect you ,-vi.th that page
and they can't."
federal regulations such
as the 1974 federal Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(fERPA) also help with
security by dictating what
information the university
can and cannot release to
third parties.
For example, a student's
address, telephone number,
major, degrees, honors and
sports acthities can be
dirnlged to any third party.
However, GPA, the student's
record or grades cannot be
reported to anyone, eYcn
spouses or parents (unless
the student is dependent on
his or her parent). In addition students can put holds
on tbeir public information.
With a hold, no information
about that student will be
given to any non-university
personnel.
While awareness about
current system securit), is a
temporary solution, Sauter
explained that there has been
talk about installing a new
student information system
{SIS) that does not use
students' Social Security

numbers as personal identifiers. Instead the new system
would assign unique ID
numbers for each student.
However, this system may be
four to six years down the
road and in the meantime,
Sauter wants to raise sensitivity around campus about the
need for protecting SSNs.

As for ways for students
to protect themselves, Sauter
recommends writing down
Social Security numbers,
when asked, or if you're very
uncomfortable about giving
your number out, give
something else that will
personally identify you.

"There are some options. It's
just how we can say yes and
still be comfortable ourselves," said Sauter. "Generally, I feel secure around this
campus, but there are unscrupulous people out there. We
have to sensitize the university to that."

Identity theft: What do you do?
Even with precautions, personal
information can still slip into the wrong
hands. "It's not that hard to get a
person's Social Security number," said
Renee Johnson, a WSU senior. Johnson
should know: After having her number
stolen a year ago, she is still in the
process of regaining her identity.
For Johnson, the trouble started back
when a former friend began using her
name and Social Security number in
court. Even after being charged with
falsification, the friend used Johnson's
number again to sign up for phone
service. This past November, Johnson
was served a warrant for her arrest after
not appearing in court for a DUI hearing
after her friend had used Jotmson's SSN
again. Now her driving license has
been suspended because of her friend's
actions.
Under certain circumstances, a new
Social Security card may be issued it the
efforts to resolve your identity theft are
not successful and if you can prove that
the thieves are causing you harm as a
result. The new card may or may not
solve your problems, however, and may
cause new problems.
For more information, visit the official
Social Security website at www.ssa.gov
or call them at 1-800-772-1213. Your
local ?SN office might also be able to
help.

Minimize your own risk by:
• Finding out how your personal
information will be used before giving it
out.
• Paying attention to billing cycles.
Follow up with creditors if your bills
don't arrive on time.
• Putting passwords on your credit
card, bank, and phone accounts.
• Giving your SSN only when absolutely necessary. Ask to use other
identifiers when possible.
• Not carrying your SSN card with
you. Keep it in a safe place.
• Ordering a copy of your credit
report every year.
• Finding out who has a copy of your
personal information at work and make
sure it's secure
• Being cautious where you leave
personal information at home, especially if you live with roommates or are
having work done in your home.

If you're a victim:
• Contact the fraud departments of
each of the three major credit bureaus
and request "fraud alert" be placed on
your file.
• Contact the creditors for any
accounts that have been opened or
tampered with fraudulently.
• File a report with your local police
or the police of the community where
the theft took place.
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Letters to the Editor
· The Guardian encourages letters
to the editor and commentaI) pieces
from students, facult>, admm1strators
and staff
· I ct ters should be I} pcd, hd\ l' the
\\Titer's pnnted full n,1mc, address,
da) ume phone, maJor and cla:-.s
-;tandmg (If applicable)
• Deadline for sulmussions 1s 5
p.m. on the Frida} prccccdmg the next
ISSUC

•Letters should be kept to 500
\\ ords or less
•All letter, arc subJect to edllmg
for span• and content
• Letters which duphcate others
may be omitted
•When responding to another
letter, refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed
"ill Qot be used
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Editorial

,\ day off work,
perhaps'? l\laybe go
fishing?
;\ILK Day did not
become an official
holiday in the l!niled
States until l 98(i,
eighteen years after
Dr. King's cleat h.
It passed in spill'
of opposition from
Sen. Jesse I!elms R-:--:c
\\ho called Dr. King a
Communist. II passed clue
to .111 intense lobbying
cffort by ...\frican-Americans and peace organizations.
It celebrates a man
who was a minority in his
own country; who fought
against injustices perpetrated on all men and
women.
In an audio intenicw
for Christian Science
~lonilor
t,,,,w.csn10nitor.com),
I lope 1-.:umar, a woman
who attended the Boston
Ci\ ii Rights !\larch on
.\pril 23, I %:i, said that
Dr. King "had a great

Darkness cannot drive out
darkness; only light can do
that. Hate cannot drive out
hate; only love can do that.
Jews and Gentiles,
protes tants and Catholics,
,,ill be able to join and sing
in the words of the old Negro
spirituals- Free at last, free
at last, thank Goel, Almighty,
we're free at last."
Thirty-two years later,
attitudes have shiftt'cl but
not changed. Allegations or
rnting irregularities in
Florida harkens back to the
"good-ole" days of the South
,,·hen votes by Blacks were
chased off by intimidation
and lethal threats.
Racial profiling is a hot
issue among minorities in
general and more complaints
continue to come from

clown like dogs by mcrzealous police officers.
\\'c arc all racists. Deep
inside where none of us want
lo look, it hides and creeps
ou l when \,·c least e:-.pect;
when we think we arc immune it rears its ugly hl'ad.
But \\C arc not all killers,
and we do not all belic,·c the
stereotypes and most of us
arc ashamed when racist
lhoughls surface.
\\'e arc the good people;
\,·e recognize the hypocrisy
or h,lle.
I lere in Dayton, clr"i\'ing
do\\'n Third St, aka Dr.
l\larlin Luther King Jr. \\"ay,
one secs battered buildings,

shops, pager shops, 2~
hour Kinko's, l't•are Bridge
that ostensibly di, ides
white East Dayton from
black \\"est Dayton, Daily
\\'ork for Daily Pay, ad
naUSl'am.
One secs I he tat tercel
remnants of Dr. King's
, ision, :rn years pasl.
!\Is. Kumar said that
\\ hen she first heard Dr.
King had been killed, she
imrncclialely wonclcrecl who
could hm c so strong a hold
on people that they would
hm·e enough faith in him to
follow ilinf:' ·';;
\\'c still \\Ol1der.
\\'e still hope.
Dr. King said, "Darkness
cannot clri,·c oul darkness;
only light can do lhal. I late
cannot drh e out hate: only
10\ e can do that."
\\'iscr words have ne,·cr
been spoken.
In the spirit ot' Dr. King,
open ~ our heart to those of
different heritage, open
yourself lo di\·ersily, look for
the best in each other and,
l"inally, lo,·c one a not her.

Letters to the Editor

Drinking + driving = less money

I saw that you are
looking for people's
opinions so I thought I
would write a?ou~ something that I thmk 1s a
problem invoh mg man}
Wright State students.
To any potential .
drunk dnver, don't do 1t.
You can seriously injure or
kill yourself or someone
else.
I know that y~u ha\'c
probably heard this

before, and think it can't
happen to you. You mar even
be one of the people who
thinks the) are a better driver
when the) ha\'e been drinking
because they are more careful.
·well I was one of those
people until one night after
drinking hea\iJ}' I lost control
of my car, slid through an
mtersecuon and crashed into a
garden.
Luckily for me I missed a
telephone pole bra couple

feet and there was
h
cars' there.
· no ot er
The only thin , h
.
my car, my pride !ndu~ was
wallet.
Y
If you have n . , h d
DUI you probabl/~cr , a ~d
what it's goin to a:'e no I ca
punishment \!as co~t. My
35
10 stay in ail f ~d!n~ si
day-A-Sto~ pro~ram ~~v~~:cost S3IO) $ 250 t r,
h
1
lad) •s garden I cra~h ~ t_ e
and mr insurance
ngmto,

bt'f

doubled
I also lost my license for a
year, and will have to pa} S405
to get 11 reinstated.
I am not \\.Ti ting this as an
a~ti-drinking message because
I hke to sip a little sauce as
much as the next person.
But, when you dn\'e after
you ~oo:-;e, _someone is going
to lose. rhmk about 1t.
Chns Cockerell
Senior, Education
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Letters to the Editor

Lile is precious
Protect animals and babies
Upon reading "Animal
Testing: Punishment or
Progress'?" in the Januar} 10,
~00 l edition or the Guardian,
something struck me.
first let me explain where I
am coming from m all of this.
I am an animal Im er. I ha, e my
own cat. I am a ,·egetanan. My
soap hasn't been tested on
animals. I don't like to sec
animals hurt, in fact e,er} time
I almost hit a squirrel it scares
me to death. So, I would sa} I
side with the majority on their
opinion on animal testing.
Howe, er, in the article it
was pointed out that "animals
ha, e rights similar to those of
humans, and that subjecting
them to synthesized chemicals,
injury, and human diseases is
unnatural."
I would definitcl} agree.
But I ha\c to pause for a
moment. faery day human
lives arc subject to these exact
same things.
There is a greater horror
going on in society then testing
on animals.
E\"eryday babies, li\'ing
(their cells have the ability to
reproduce) and conscious of
Pain, arc subject to procedures
that we would abhor if conducted on animals.
The} arc injured and
subject to chemicals. However,
it seems like people actually
think doing this to animals is
Worse then doing it to humans.
It's unnatural, I believe you
Said? I don't think scraping a
?aby apart in a woman's uterus
18
natural. Yet it is claimed as a
"right."
Why are there regulations
and rules against animal testing
that are constant!} violated to
the harm of countless babies
because the same rules don't
apply?
At 18 days there is a
beating heart, and by the 9th
Week a baby in the womb can
fee) pain (Dr. Matviuw).
Imagine the pain experienced by a bab} in Saline
abortions (the baby is slowly
Poisoned and burned).
Or take for instance RU48G, which functions b)
depri\ ing the baby of the vital
hormones he needs, and don't
lorge1 her hl'art is already
bl',Hing at this point.
Or the Partial birth abortion
;' hl.'re a bab) is pulled full)
the birth canal (except for
lw h1•ad) and then scissors arc
111
St-rted 11110 thl' bast• of lhe

t>ln

baby's skull.
In the rules we must follow
in how to treat animals in labs
\\e arc told that pain must be
relic, ed by use of drugs.
However, this isn't giving to
the babies who are being
literally ripped to shreds.
The abortion issue seems
to be a much different issue
then animal testing.
What about Stem cell
Research? Stem cell research
takes embryos and destroys the
hfe there in order to conduct
research.
NO painkillers, just research on a living being that
has been destroyed for the sake
of science.
Or take Peter Singer
(Princeton professor) for
instance, who compares human
life to sometimes being more
v.;orthless then pigs.
He also advocates the
killing of disabled babies up to
28 days after birth.
The problem with abortion,
stem cell research, and even
animal testing is that as a
society we no longer have a
respect for life, whether animal
or human.
However, if you are going
to stand for animal rights or be
against animal testing, then
truly stand for what you
believe.
Life should not be harmed.
Therefore, be complete in your
convictions and realize the
hypocrisy in standing against
harm to animals and not
standing against the harming of
human life.
Animal testing is not
considered a "right". This is
what the majority says.
Jt goes to follow that
abortion/stem cell research,
etc., cannot truly be a right.
I cannot understand how
we as a society can protect the
life of our furry friends and
forget the lives that we ~re
losing by the masses daily. .
So next time you see anunal
friend!} products, by all means
buy them.
But keep in mind that over
4 000 babies baYe died today,
a~d you need to be thinking a
lot more about that horror then
whether your shampoo is
animal friendly.
Katherine Benskin
Sophmore, English
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Opinion
Bye Billy, hello Georgie

Out with the old perv, in with the dummy
Commentary
by
Don Bruce

Eight years in the making
but here it is, finall}, the end
of the Clinton era, the beginning of the second coming of
Bush era, aka "Bush II;
Younger and Dumber". It
seems like the \\ hole experience has been a heavyweight
fight.
The Rcpublil.'an's latest
challenger \\On by a disputed
split-decision after 15 rounds.
Liberal Democrats and their
supporters are set to begin a
four-year war against the GOP
and President Bush in hopes
of weakening them both and
energizing their own fractured constituency for the
rematch.
Bush is decrying the end
of the high-rolling economy
in hopes that should it
collapse; he can blame it on
Billy bo).
Bill is searching for his
lcgaq. For example, on CSPAN Monday, I sa\-\ a program entitled "The Tribute to
President Clinton's Africa
Legacy."
I \\Onde.red what legaq. is
that? As fast as I could
\,onder, the emcee told me

that Bill had tra\·elcd to
Africa more times than an)
other President. As a matter
of fact, he is the on!) President to tra\ el to Africa.
I thought, "G<.•e, isn't that
great."
I wondered if while he
was there he thought about
the men he sent to dil' in
Rwanda; men he had sent
with no clear plan and no real
mission.
Of course, Dub) a, or
George W., is planning on
resurrecting all the old
gO\ ernment programs of the
past, things that most of you
don't remember because you
v,;ere babies.
He wants to limit Affirmative Action, he \\ants to
gi\C~ more money to the rich,
he vvants to limit government
programs that help the needy
and he wants faith-based
organizations to take c:are of
the poor.
And he is the "compassionate" conservati\e. I would
hate to see the non-compassionate ones.
He is going to push for a
"Star\\ ars" system that ,\ill
break several international
treaties that the United States
has signed, which "ill galvanize a large section of the
world against us.
After watching the ne·ws
and sensmg that the fight
may not be over, it has just
spilled into the ringside seats

~ - - -~ - - - - - - - -

like the wrestling match that
it has become, I \\ ondered
what ne\, scandals a Republican President ,,ould bring.
\\'ith Bill,
had oral sex
and grabbing breasts and
smoking pot. Ho\\ c.ould
Georgie top that:'
\,\ ell, there is the drunken
driving, the cocaine, the big
mone} oil influence and lus
need for hooked on phonics.
He is \\ith the Christian
right, }OU knm,, the "moral
fabric" of our socict). lt is
amazing that Bush has made
mistakes but they are explained a'"'a}, "Hey n's ok, he
is a Christian; those things
we're in his past "
\\ hat kind of hypocrisy is
that"? Clinton's the devil
because he accepted a little
friend)} action and Georgie
made some mistakes, but he
is still a good bo) .
I don't think Bill e\·er
snorted coke, but I am fairl)
certain that if Bush tried
cocaine, and I belie\"c he did,
then he must have smoked
pot.
So, Bill, it has been a
great eight years. \\ e'll miss
your sax pla} ing, ) our
philandering, your speeches
and your \\.it.
Rut as for e,eryone else,
good times can't ah-,a}S last,
so Bill, take one more toke
and then it's time to puff,
puff, pass.

,,e
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Now Hiring

◄~,~ G0 t Wine?

COPY EDITOR
Call Stephanie Irwin
775-5540
email: GuardianEIC@netscape.net

E\JRFJELD

WIN E

1,000 wines from 20 Regions!
Over 200 Micro Brewed & Speciality Imported Beers

♦

♦
♦

First Watch Restaurant

Beer Tasting Every Friday 4p • 7p
Wine Tasting Every Saturday 12p • Sp
Home Wine and Beer Making ;:.Su::l:.t;.:.:.lie:;.;:s;...________....,
1-675

The Guardian is hiring
a M<1naging Editor to
assist the Editor-in-Chief
in supervision of editorial
staff and production of
newspaper.

NOW HIRING!
LOCATED AT 2614-A COLONEL GLENN HWY.
(ACROSS FROM THE NUTTER CENTER)
431-9150
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR:
-COOKS
-SERVERS
-BUSERS/DISI IERS

lFainic,ld M.all I
Mon. -Sat. :1.1-7
427-:1.007
fairfieldwine@earthlink.net
In Gemini Plaza on N. Fairfield
Road. Next to lVallaby's, 1/2 mile......,,,,__......,,.....,..__---11---1
south ofthe Mall at
Kemp Rd.
Fairfield Commons!
Rt.-35

DAYTIME ONLY RESTAURt\NT. S~lOKE-FREE

HEARTLAND
BINCo

EN\ IRONMENT

COMPETITVE WAGES, TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
401-K!

APPLY IN PERSON AFTER 2PM

457Dayton Ave.
Xenia, OH

Requires:
• knowledge oi AP style
• superior grammar skills
• some writing/editing
experience
• familiarity with Adobe
Pagemaker software
Call Stephanie at
775-5536
or pick up application
in
W016-B Student Union

The Guardian

Peer Trainin
'9eer 2Saturday,
February 3, 2001
,,,

372-6699

9 A.M. - 6 P.M.

Games Start at 7pm
Thursdays and Fridays
Looking for something different to do on Thursday
and Friday nights?
How About Bingo?
Onr $30.000 paid out nightly on Bingo and Instants
2- $1.000 Coveralls Go For Sure!

*Helping others*

Call to re~ister!
775-5570
RicarJo-McCrary-Ov. ens

Your Package With This Ad! 1:xpim 2-2s-01 1I

~-------------------~

PEER 2 PEl.:.R Health Education Assistant

ET
Dayton - East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.
(Airway Shopping Center)

D yton - South Salon
s· 30 Springboro Pk.
(Alex Bell Plaza)

258-9530

299-1225

For A

0*

'•

l'er session

Valid January 27 - Februari 11, 2001
1

.i:20 lVlinute Sessions Upgrades Available

Benefits Include:
*Involvement On Campus*

*Resume Huilding*

Training includes: Alcohol and other Drugs, Sexual Health and Wellness (sq1es,
Sexual Assault, and more!

I

r-------------------~
I
$5.00 OFF
I
I

Managing
Editor

No Coupon Needed!
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Sports
Wright State stays atop the MCC standings
Wright State's Sports Source.

By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

Titans knock off Raiders

The Wright State men's
basketball team had little
time to bounce back following a tough loss to Detroit,
but you couldn't notice as
they took care of a titlecontending Cleveland State
team, 67-58, in front of a
crowd of 5,035.
With the Vikings boasting a couple of quick offensive minded players in their
starting lineup, coach
Schilling and his staff knew
a triangle and two defense
was the wa} to go.
"They played a triangle
and two. They played a guy
on Theo Dixon and a guy on
someone else so they did
something to stop us," said
Viking coach Rollie
Massimnio.
"The triangle and two is
basically done on personnel.
There are some teams you
can pla} it and some teams
you can't. We fell like
(Jamaal} Harris and Dixon
are so good, if we needed to
keep the ball out of their
hands," explained head
coach Ed Schilling.
The Raider defense
wasn't the only thing that
was up and running after a
sub-par performance
against Detroit.
Jesse Deister, who
according to Schilling, was
found shooting baskets in
the Mclin gym an hour after
the loss Thursday. He
apparently found his shooting touch in time for Saturday.
Deister torched the
Vikings for 17 points in the
first half before finishing
with 23 for the game on 8of-13 shooting. Center Israel
Sheinfeld, who proved to be
nearly ineffective Thursday,
returned to the starting
lineup with a double-double
of l 7 points and 11 rebounds.
"It's easy to lose confidence and get down on
yoursehes, but our guys
really bounced back," said
Schilling. "f think Jesse
Deister and Israel Sheinfcld
both made huge statements.
I welcomed Israel back as
we were walking off the
floor. It is great to see him,
he is such a good player and
he makes e, erybody else
around him better. And with
Jesse Deister. coming out

By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

Sophomore Joe Bills came off the bench against
Cleveland State and played 24 minutes. He recorded
six assists with zero turnovers.
and shooting like he did in
the first half, we are really
fired up about the way we
bounced back."
With the victory, Wright
State is 11-5 and 3-1 in the
conference and find themselves on top of the MCC
standings for now.
The Raiders first half
was a picture of efficiency
with a handful of contributors. Deister was a perfect
6-of-6 from the field in the
opening 20 minutes. Joe
Bills continued his strong
play off the bench, as he
dished out five assists with
no turnovers in the first
half.
Bruno Petersons continued to play strong defense
in the lane in recording a
pair of blocks.
After WSU led 34-25 at
the half, the Vikings continued to chip away at the
Raider lead. With about five
minutes remaining in the
game, Cleveland State
trimmed the lead to five at

54-49.
As it turned out the
Raiders would be tested
from the free-throw line.
First it was Israel Sheinfeld
knocking down a pair to
bring back the momentum.
Sophomore Vernard Hollins,
who has struggled with freethrows all season long, may
have regained his confidence with a pair of critical
tosses late in the game to
stop a Viking rally.
Cleveland State placed
three players in double
figures led by Jermaine
Robinson with 18. Dixon
added 13 and Kevin Ross
chipped in 10.
"We are fortunate to be
where we are right now. I
think it is exciting to have
11 wins and have three
conference wins with one of
them being a road win.
When you talk about how
tough our conference is and
to have three wins alread}
says a lot about our players," concluded Schilling.

If the game plan for the
basketball team(] 1-5, 3-1
MCC) was for the Detroit
Titans (11-6, 2-1 MCC) to beat
the Raiders on their home
court without the presence of
Rashad Phillips, then WSU
won the first half of last
Thursday's game.
"We made some of the
other guys beat us," said head
coaeh Ed Schilling. "I thought
we did a nice job containing
Phillips, he got most of his
points late."
Unfortunately, Phillips
would find the basket in the
second half and the Titans
defeated Wright State, 78-68,
in Midwestern Collegiate
Conference action.
"I was really, reall)
impressed '"ith Detroit. They
are a very good basketball
team. We started off really
well ... but they came through
and made some big baskets,"
added SchiJhng.
"Obviousl;, we are very
pleased to come in here and
get a hard-fought win over
Wright State because we
know that Wright State is one
of the favorites to be competing for the MCC Championship," said Titan head coach
Perry Watson. "We know how
tough it is to get a win here."
Vernard Hollins, Kevin
Melson, Jesse Deister, Joe
Bills and Tyson Freeman did
an exceptional job guarding
Phillips in the first half. His
shadow wasn't even open
through the first 20 minutes.
The Preseason MCC Player of
the Year finished with five
points, three of those coming
from the foul line.
WSU shot 39 percent for
the half from the field, but
Hollins continued his hot

streak. The sophomore
scored 12 points, including a
hook shot in the paint at
15:13 giving the Raiders a 125 lead. Detroit went on a 16-7
run late in the first half as
WSU didn't convert on a field
goal in the last six minutes,
and UDM led 35-25 at the
half.
Wright State cut the lead
to five points in the second
half three times, but failed to
capitalize. Hollins' lay-up at
9:36 cut the lead to 51-46, but
the Titans shot 62 percent the
rest of the way for the
victory.
"We competed with them,
but they stayed composed,"
said Hollins. "They hit big
shots when the game got
close. We were right in their
faces, but they hit them. They
did a good job trapping the
post and I tried to find some
shooters, but we were not
knocking dmm shots tonight."
WSU turned the ball over
18 times and were
outrebounded 38-28. Hollins
led the Raider attack with 18
points and eight rebounds.
Melson converted l l -of-16
free throws for 17 points and
sophomore Thomas Hope
finished with a season-high
12 points (including three
three-pointers) and seven
rebounds.
Detroit had five players in
double digits including
Phillips and Terrell Riggs with
18 points. Riggs added 11
rebounds.
Wright State will be
tested on the road this week
on Thursday with a trip to
Milwaukee.
The Raiders split their
series with the Panthers last
year with each team winning
on their home court. WSU still
leads the all-time series 11-7.

Men's basketball MCC standings
Team

Conference

Overall

Wright State
Butler

3-1
2-1

11-5
10-5

Detroit
UIC
Cleveland St.

2-1
2-1
2-2

11-6
8-8
10-8

UWM
UWGB

1-2
1-3
1-3

9-7
8-9

Loyola

5-11
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"Rocket" lands here at Wright State University
By Brent Saneholtz
For The Guardian

,\t first glance, Rod Foster
looks more like a politician
than an assistant basketball
coach.
His docile demeanor can
be quick)) dismissed, as his
\ ast \ ault of basketball kncmhO\\ rapidl) becomes ajar. \s
a single fort)-) car old,
basketball is the nc:x-us in his
life as an assistant coach at
Wright State Unh ersit) for
the men's basketball team.
As a ) oung man growing
up in Connecncut. Foster not
only found solace in the game
of basketball, but found a
passion that burns incessantly.
After leadmg 5t. Thomas
Aquinas High School to the
1979 State Basketball Championship, Foster became a
star for tht. Uni\ ersity of
California-Los Angeles. In
1980, he helped lead the
Bruins to the :-.CAA Championship game against the
Louis\ 1llc Cardinals.
Along with gaining the

Third year assistant coach Foster {left) draws up a
play for Wright State as coach Will Rey looks on.
experience of the NCAA
finals, Foster also acquired a
new nickname: "Rocket."
As a freshman at UCLA,
the Bruins were pla),ing
number one ranked Depaul
on national television.
After coming off the
bench full of \engeance and

\igor, Foster was dubbed
Rocket by basketball anal) st
Al McGuire for "nmning up
and dO\\n the floor real fast,"
contends coach Foster.
After a successful collegiate career at l Cl.A, Foster
was drafted in the second
round of the National Basket-

ball Association draft by the
Phoenix Suns \\ith the 27th
overall pick.
\fter leading the Suns in
three-point percentage in his
first t\, o seasons, Foster\\ as
about to endure a malevolent
injuq that \\Ould end his
basketball career.
\llt•r playing the Utah
Jazz, l·oster and t\\O teammates \\ent four\\ heeling on
some dirt trails outside of
Phoenix.
In ,1 , ile accident, Foster
sustained a compound
fracture just abm e his left
ankle that would cost Foster
his spot on the Suns roster
After three operations
and IO da) s in the hospital,
Foster returned to Los
Angeles to rehabilitate h.ts
ankle in hopes of one day
returning to his dream job at
full strength.
h.) car and a half later,
The Rocket was read) to
make his roundball return in
lavish style. The Denver
Nuggets offered him a tryout
but ..,as cut in training camp
by Nuggets head coach Doug

Moe as the Rocket's range of
motion was never the same.
Just because the NBA was
no longer in Foster's life, he
didn't let basketball lea,·e his
life.
He coached \thletes in
Action along,, ilh Master's
College before being added to
coach l:d Schilling's staff
t hrcc ) c•,us ago.
"Coach Foster is one of
the most humble men I
knm, ...Anyone \\ ho comes in
contact .., ith Roel l·oster, the)
leaH' ¼ith a fa,orablc expression of\\ nghl State," said
Schilling.
Coach Foster doesn't look
at coaching as an everyda),
job. I le views coaching as his
opportunil) to "become a
pos1t1\ e role model" and
leave a positive impact on the
players he coaches.
'\ positive role model is
certainly what Foster is, and
he will continue to be a
positive influence on not only
the men's basketball players,
but on everyone else who has
the opportunit) to be associated\\ ith Rod roster.

NOTICE TO WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
REGISTERED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
IF YOUR ORGANIZATION IS INTERESTED IN APPLYING FOR AN ANNUAL BUDGET
FOR THE 2001-2002 YEAR, AN OFFICIALLY DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE OF YOUR
ORGANIZATION MUST ATTEND ONE OF TWO INFORMATION MEETINGS TO FIND
OUT MORE ABOUT THE APPLICATION PROCESS AND TO OBTAIN THE NECESSARY
APPLICATION FORMS.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION BUDGET COMMITTEE FUNDING INFO MEETINGS:
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 17, 2001 2-3 PM

El63A STUDENT UNION

-ORTHURSDAY, JANUARY 18, 2001 5-6 PM

E163A STUDENT UNION

QUESTIONS, COt-lCERNS, COMMENTS? STOP I,V OR CALL Carolyn Smith in the Office of the
Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Services, 775-4000, 360 University Ha11.
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Raiders drop two games wsu swim teams
Senior Mandy Jelinek has career day bounce back
WSU dropped their
Midwestern Collegiate
Conference opener on the
road against the University
of Chicago-Illinois (4-11, 1-1
MCC) 63-55 last Thursday
and against Loyola (8-6, 2-0
MCC) on Sunday, 67-58.
"The whole trip we
played well on the defensive
end," said head coach Lisa
Fitch. "We didn't shoot the
ball well, but we only had
seven healthy bodies."
Sophomore Brie
Pennington missed the trip
with two deaths in her
family, Kate Bussan
sprained her ankle against
UIC and Julie Christensen
got food poisoning on the
trip.
Jelinek emerged last
Thursday as she scored 11
points, grabbed seven
rebounds and tallied two
assists.
She dropped in a careerhigh 30 points shooting 11'- of-23 from the floor includ~ ing three three-pointers
~ against the Ramblers Sun~ da} and added six rebounds.
>c:
"Mandy had an ex~ tremely good weekend. She
~ played tremendous defense,
.c as she usually does, but she
.8 scored for us as well. She
O was aggressive and went to
the basket. She is playing
a career-high 30 points
very good basketball, but
she has not reached her
potential," added Fitch.
The UIC Flames shot 51
Mandy Jelinek is possipercent from the field en
bly playing the best basketroute to their victory last
ball of her life.
week.
She has started every
Even though the Raiders
game since the departure of outrebounded the Flames,
Williams while scoring
38-26, WSU had more
double-digits in last weeks
turnovers (24) than field
goals (18).
games.
"It's very important for
Senior Chanda
me stepping up because it
Hollingsworth led WSU with
takes a Joad off of Chanda
and Reggen and their
See "Women" p. 18
scoring," said Jelinek.

f

Senior Mandy Jelinek scored
against Loyola.
By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

Whenever a team loses a
significant player, one must
step up their game.
Many were wondering
Who would fill in for the
loss of senior Amber Williams for the Wright State
women's basketball team (312, 0-2 MCC). but one senior

has.

By Justin Ross
Staff Writer

The Wright State men's
and women's swim team split
last week's meets as they each
lost to the Western Kentucky,
but bounced back to win
against Xavier.
The Western Kentuclq,
men's team ran its win streak
to 42 straight games over the
last five years with beating the
Raiders 124-102.5 and raising
their season record to 11-0.
The women also fell U2-8l
against WKU (11-0).
"We didn't do as well as
we expected to do (at \\'KU),"
said Katie Scholl, a junior from
Springfield, Ohio. "We had a
really good team performance
at Xa\ier and everyone came
together, so it got our confidence back up."
The women beat Xavier
University 146-110 on Monday
in fine fashion to raise their
record to 7-4.
WSU was led b) senior
captain Chasi Riley as she won
both the 100 fly (1:01.35) and
the 100 breast (1:10.16).
Freshman Amanda Solt
found her way to a '"in in the
200 fly, as did freshman Katie
Tippett in the 50 free. Also
winning were freshman Jackie
Dexter in the 100 free (54.45),
juniors Katy Colmenares in
the 200 back (2:14.30) and
Noelle Bailey in the 200 breast
(2:31.76).
"I think things look great
for us in our conference,"
added Scholl. "Last year we
didn't have the numbers to
win the conference, and this
year we have the numbers and

the talent to win the conference. As long as people keep
swimming like they have been,
its really going to turn out
good."
The men raised their
record to 6-4 after beating
Xavier 145-110.
"We knew we would beat
(Xavier), we had some good
times and swam pretty \veil,
but Western Kentucky was
just too tough," added junior
Jon Averyt.
Junior Drew Fi.den had one
of his best-season races at the
200-individual medley to put
him at a second place in the
MCC and sophomore Dusan
Ugnna had a season-best time
al the 500 free.
The men were led b)
senior Hrvoje Lusic, as he won
the 1,000 free (10:0-1.58) and
the 500 free (-1:55.65). Olympian Leonard Ngoma also won
two e,·ents: the 100 breaststroke (1:01.88) and the 200
breaststroke (2:14.87).
Also winning events ,..,ere
freshman Christopher
Robinson in the 100 back,
freshman David Ladd in the
200 fly, junior Carl Thompson
in the 500 free and senior
Osiris Briseno in the 200 back.
WSU swept the top two places
in the 200 medley as well.
"For the most part, WKU
was just too good, and we
didn't swim all that great. We
could have won. Against
Xavier, we swam off events
and not our usual events to
see some times in different
events so we can get ideas for
MCC in the relays," said Fiden.
WSU hosts Wittenberg at 5
p.m. this Friday.

NOW HIRING!
C

,4 "ftJN, CA5IIAL J01N1'
3501 North Main Street

!77-0114

LOOKING FOR EIVIPLOYEES:

-SERVBIS
-COOKS
-HOST/HOSTESSES
Fun, casual atmosphere.
Negotiable pay. Very
flexible hours. Benefits
available!
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RAIDER
CALENDAR

'

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

SUN

MON

TUE

17

18

1~

20

21

22

?'11

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

Team
UWGB
Loyola

at
UWM*

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

at
Butler·

UWM

Butler
IBC
Detroit
Cleveland St.

at
at
Michigan
Louisville
State

MEN'S
TENNIS
WOMEN'S
TRACK

Wright State

at
k::incinna1ti

DAYTON
BOMBERS
Horne games in Bold.

* MCC Game

Mindy Ickes
Senior, Women's swrimming team
Fremont OH/ Fremont Ross H.S.

Birthday: Ap ril 5,
1979
Major: Athletic
t raining (p h} sical
education)
Nickname: Binmin

Why you chose
WSU: "The S \\ imming program, I
liked the t eamm a tes I met and
the coaches ."

Favorite pool:

Favorite actor:
Mel Gibson
Favorite actress:
Julia Roberts

Favorite movie:
Favorite TV show:
"Raw is i-var" and
"Friends"

the conference t wo
years ago."

Favorite musician:

Part of your compeDaYe Matthews Band tition that needs
Favorite song: "A n- improvement:
gel" (Dido)
Last CD purchased:

"Work on b eing more
aggresive."
., .

"Hotsh ot " (Sh aggy)

Best part of your
competition: "I don 't

"Cleveland Stateit's a fast pool, and
I swam there a lot
when I was growing up."

Best book you've
read: "Jane Eyre "

Favorite swimmer:

Favorite drink:

Sum mer Sander s

Coke

Favorite athlete:
Ch arles \\7oodson

Favorite sports
team: Oakla nd
Raiders

Favorite sport
besides swimming: Foo tball

lis tening to mus ic
an d sh opping."
Pet peeve: "People
who lie."

Most memorable
moment in swimming: "When we won

"Coyote Ugly"

(Ch arlotte Bro nte)

Favorite food:
McDo nalds

give u p at the end of
a race."

Where do you see
yourself 10 years
from now: "llope-

Favorite ice cream
flavor: Ch ocolate

fully with a stead y
j ob that I like, m arried with kids."

with pean ut butter
cup

Four people you'd
invite for dinner:

Favorite restaurant:

Conference
2-0
2-0
2-0
1- l
1- l
0-2
0-'2

'"Stone Cold' Steve
Aus tin, The Rock,
Frid a) 's
Hobbies: "An} thin g Hulk I logan and
outside, working out, Tiger \Voods."

Overall
10-5
8-{>

6-7

6-9
4 1]
8-8

78

0-2

"Women" continued

Wittenberg
5p.m.

SWIMMING &
DIVING

Women's basketball MCC standings

I ➔ points, while freshman
Iesha Gray had I 3 and
Jelinek's 11.
Kimberl) Henr} led th e
Flames \\ ith 2 I points.
The Raid ers started t h e
game• slcm against Loyola ,1s
they trailed at the half, 27
15. \\ right State shot 20
percent from tht• ricld as the
Rambkrs turned it up a
notc:h shooting :;c; percent.
The second half fa\ orcd
WSU as the} outscored
Loyola, 43-40 to inch closer
to the nine-point loss.
"\\ e only scored I 5
points in the first half, but
scored 4] in the second,"
added Fitch. "'I hey were
getting the same shots in
both hal\'CS, the} \,ere just
falling in the second half."
"In the fi rs t ha lf', I did n ' t
shoot ,,ell," added Jelinek.
"In the second half, I was
drh ing a lot more, and I was
fi nd ing gc\ps a n d the sh o ts
were falling. I didn't do too
well from t he free throw
line (5-of 8), but that's a
different s tor}. It was
p r obably the bes t offensi\'e
game I ha\ e ewr played. I
didn't rt•alize hem man}
pom ts I had unt il som eorw
pointe d it o u t to me a t the
e n d of the game."

3-12
Senior Reggen Ste\, art
added 12 points and eight
rebounds in the loss.
Junior Shauna Comer
got her first start of the
season, and she scored four
pomts and collected seven
rebounds in 27 minutes.
Christensen tallil'cl eight off
the bl•nch.
Lauren Sirus led Lo) ola
with 18 points.
Thl' Raid ers ha\'e lost
their last fi\'e games, but
look to imprO\e .Saturda} as
the} t ra\C~l to Bu lier for
l\lCC competition.
"Wl'
\\Ork on impro\ ing our defense, \\ orking on shooting and getting
some health) bodies. Butler
is a }Oung team \\ilh big
post pla) ers \\ e need to
defend. Their quickness has
improH•d, but we'll see \,h,H
h appens," said Fitch.
"We need to play t\,o
good hah es. \\'e \\ill continue \\Or l-.mg on o u r
defense because tha t 's "" hat
will \-\in us games. ror
Butler, \\e need to work on
our boxing out and defense.
Our post defenSl' needs
work," added Je line k.
The Raid ers S\,ept
Bu tler last year m t\\O
meetings. T hey won GG-53
a t But le r and 58-53 at the
Nutter Center.

'"ill

Need Money For College?
Local Manufacturing Company now accepting
applications for FULL or PART TIME positions.

***Flexible Hours!***

Great for school schedule!
Starting Pay: $7 .00/hr +
(based on skill and experience)

On-the-job Uocational Training

;e

Looking for positive, team-oriented
,r-,..-c,...•w.{;,,\ people for a variety of positions
our state-of-the-art facility.
~
•

I

pply in person at: Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn
(Just off 1-675 at the State Route 235 exit)
Ali Industries is a drug and smoke free facility!
Friendly, Multi-cultural environment

Wednesday, Jan. 17, 2001

Classifieds
EIIIPIDPIIII
$13.25 base-appt.
guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work environment with
other students. 10--lO hours/
week around classes/other
job. Co-ops/ Scholarships
awarded, conditions exist.
Customer sen·iccs/sales, no
telemarketing, no door-10door sales. No experience
necessar), we train. Must
have positi\e attitude and
good people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monda) -Friday, 12-6,
937-436-3580.

www.earnparttime.com

Looking for personal
assistant. Job entails
personal hygiene and
dressing. Pays $6.00 an
hour. If interested contact
Micah at 775-1677.
Responsible college student for childcare 2-3
nights a week. $50 a night.
767-2682
~omina , his

I/alentine's

Vay.1 Adverlise your
love/ fell that special
someone how you

feel.

look for more information
in

future issues or call

Babysitter, Part-time,
weekdays. 5 month and 2
year old in Beavercreek. Pay
is negotiable. 427-0172
Kennel Assistant, Immediate opening for part-time
posilion. Must be able to
work mornings or afternoons. Appl) in person or
by mail at Towne & Country Animal Clinic. 801 N.
Broad St. Fairborn, OH
45324
Childcare needed, looking
for student to care for
infant son, 9am - 12pm MF, in my Beavercreek home.
$50/week. 429-0943

Nanny position in my
Centerville home. Part time
six days compensation
negotiable, non-smoker.
937-885-7222
THE GUARDIAN FOR ALL
OF YOUR ADVERTISING
NEEDS!

WSU ANNUAL FUND STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE.
Do you possess an outgoing and enthusiastic personality and a strong
command of the English
language? Are you available
to work a minimum of
eight hours a week? Earn
money while you contact
WSU Alumni and friends by
telephone to promote a
positive relationship •..vith
WSU. $6.00 per hour with
the opportunity for quarterly raises. Contact Jill
Brown at 775-4022.
United Health Services has
immediate openings for
part-time Activity Specialist
to work w/ Middle School
age children in our after
school Prevention/
Enrichment prograqms.
Hours approximately 15-20
hours per week, M-F 2:00 5:30pm. If you enjoy
working with youth and
want to help children who
need a positive role
models, please contact
Tona Kasel at (937) 2206624.
CUSTOMER SERVICE/
MARKET RESEARCH.
Nationally recognized
market research company
has part-time day positions
available. Located across
from Wright State. No sales
involved. casual work
environment. Must be
comfortable working on a
computer (no software
skills required). If
interested call REMEDY
-:@438-2500
Childcare provider on a
back-up basis. 4:30 am till
8:30 am l-3 days a week, in
my Bellbrook home only.
Hours may include
summer. Pay varies w/
experience. References are
a must. Call 848-404 7

Far Rant
Townhouse for 2 bedroom,
all appliances, price reduced to $500 per month
with 2 students. 879-7304
Efficiency available in the
Village apartments. No
deposit- Available
immediately! 775-1586

We are now taking
applications for 3, 4, and 5
bedroom units, some with
basements, available July,
August, and September
2001. We have a special on
a 2-bedroom available now.
V\i ashers and dryers are
furnished in all units. \Valk
or drive to our office at
1396 Cimarron Circle. Paul
(937) 320-135 5
Amity Green Apartments.
Large one and two bedroom apartments, range
refrigerator, A/C, carpet,
and mini-blinds. Five
minutes to WSU + vVPAFB,
plus major shopping
centers. 879-2525.

Spring Break- Nassau/
Paradise Island, cancun and
Jamaica from $449. Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Parties
and More! Organize small
group-earn FREE trips plus
commissions! Call 1-800GET-SUN-l

Spring Break Panama City
$129! Boardwalk Room w/
kitchen next to clubs! 7
parties-free drinks!
Daytona $159! South Beach
$199!
springbreaktravel.com 1800-678-6386
Spring Break Bahamas
Party Cruise! 5 days $279!
Includes meals & free
parties! Awesome beaches,
nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica
$439!
springbreaktravel.com 1800-678-6386

''** ACT NOW! GUARANTEE
THE BEST SPRING BREAK
PRICES! SOUTH PADRE,
CANCUN, JAMAICA,
BAHAMAS,ACAPULCO,
FLORIDA & MARDIGRAS.
REPS NEEDED...TRAVEL
FREE. EARN $ $ $ GROUP
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800838-8203 /
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM.
Springbreak 2001 ! Hotels,
Bars, Restaurants. Daytona
Beach, Panama City, Key
West, South Padre,
www.yourspringbreak.com

GO DIRECT!=$AVINGS! #1
Internet-based company
offering WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages (no
middleman)! Zero traveler
complaints last year!
Lowest price guarantee!
1-800-367-1252
·w ½w.springbreakdirect.com.

laPVlcas
Abortions thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroop Road 293-3917.
www.womensmedcenter.com
LEARN TO FLY in sunny
Daytona Beach, Fl. Winter
weather is coming soon.
Will you be flying? Time is
valuable. Consider spending one semester in flight
training in Florida. Waste
no time. Train with PhilAir
Flight Center-FAA 141
Approved Pvt. thru CFIIAccelerated courses. 80099-PILOT, www.philair.com
call today!

For Sale. Magazines
including many others are
too timid to carry.
NEWSREADERS
BOOKSTORE serving
Fairborn, Wright State, and
WPAFB. 879-4444.

Now Hiring
• Managing Editor
Help the Editor-in-Chief
manage the newsroom,
and supervise editorial
staff and production of
newspaper.

Call Stephanie Irwin

775-5536

The Guardian
CPR* training ASAP.

need

Start your own fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for
men to start a new Chapter. If you are interested in
academic success, a chance
to network and an opportunity to make friends in a
non-pledging Brotherhood,
e-mail: zbt@zbtnational.org
or call 800-4 31-96 74.
Home mortgages, purchases, refinances, cashout, all types of financing
programs available. VA,
FHA, conventional, no
money down, and prequalifications! Damaged
· credit? No problem! Call
Nick Maxwell at 850-5420.

The Qlllrdlan 19

(937) 898 7660
FOR YOUR HEALTH
c_,,,.,,y r,.,.,.,, c.,,,..

• Amencoo. Boor\ Association,
~

2.pcscm.lkaiea

CONFU!..l'J">"'
PRHGNANT-:>
FEid.i.iNG l'RllSSUKl·D?

'"""' ol;An help _,u,.
,,,_.ll"'4n.c.Y ~,_.,_.
• l•:W...,1kwuit .rs.ppo,1
• ,/,tfer'"411CN1 ,.,.. abor~rtOII al,.,,,nal-l,·,.,
• A.s,U,a,,c~ 'tMllls ,-~., A.a..~,,.,.o,,,
.:r

• J--,

• 111#,1~1,,l#al ~s,~~

s,,....

• R,f,,.~"for ~ U l l l l ) I ,'of',ou"- ~•

s~vu,)aa &n.,, h•••• nnd confldcnc.al

The Guardian wants to help
you sell your stuff! Give
one of our ad reps a call
today! 775-5537

~

WC:>MAN'<~
c9>UDPC>RT CENTl'.:Q
I\ P=p,noncy <'!'>upport. Ccnt-=r•
1377

a.., Stroop Rd. Suite :"\03

Keu.edna. Ohio 4~429
(513) 643 HOP8 <""67":\)

EARN $13.25 base appt.
Guaranteed starting pay!
10-40 hrs/wk. we train!
Co-ops/Scholarships awarded. Conditions Exist.

Call Mon.-Fri., 12-6 pm 436-3580

www.workforstudents.com

20 1111 _ , . .
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PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
CAMPUS SHUTTLE SCHEDULES 2000 - 2001
MON. -THURS. UNTIL 10:05PM I ERL UNTIL 6:05PM

ROUTE 1
7:30
7:40
7:50
8:00
8:10
8:20
8:30
8:40
8:50
9:00
9:10
9:20
9:30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20
10:30
10:40
10:50
11 :00
11:10
11 :20
11 :40
12:00
12:20
12:30
12:50
1:10

LOT20
1 :30
1:40
1 :50
2:00
2:10
2:20
2:~0
2:40
2:50
3:00
3:10
3:30
3:50
4:10
4:30
4:50
5:10
5:30
5:50
6:10
6:30
6:50
7:10
7:30
7:50
8:10
8:30
8:50
9:10
9:30
9:50

7:35
7:45
7:55
8:05
8:15
8:25
8:35
8:45
8:55
9:05
9:15
9:25
9:35
9:45
9·55
10:05
10:15
10:25
10:35
10:45
10:55
11 :05
11 : 15
11 :25
11 :45
12:05
12:25
12:35
12:55
1 :15

ROUTE 2

M_QNDAY

HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE
HALLLSU
L.8.NE
P8BK
~
7:30
7:15
7:20
7:25
8:05
8:10
8:15
8:00
8:45
8:50
9:00
8:55.,
9:30
9:35
9:40
9:45
10:25
10:30
10:15
10:20
11 :10
11 :15
11 :00
11 :05
11 :45
11 :50
11 :55
12:00
12:45
12:30
12:35
12:40
1 :15
1:20
1 :25
1 :30
2:00
2:10
2:15
2:05
3:00
2:45
2:50
2:55
3:30
3:35
3:40
3:45
4:15
4:25
4:30
4:20
5:10
5:00
5:05
5:15
5:55
5:45
5:50
6:00
6:30
6:35
6:40
6:45

HALL/ SU
2:00
3:00
4:00

LANE
2:05
3:05
4:05

PARK
2:10
3:10
4:10

-

WOODS
EINE HALL
7:35
8:20
9:05
9:50
10:35
11 :20
12:05
12:50
1 :35
2:20
3:05
3:50
4:35
5:20
6:05
6:50

MCLIN GYM
7:45
1:45
7:55
1 :55
8:05
2:05
8:15
2:15
8:25
2:25
8:35
2:35
8:45
2:45
8:55
2:55
9:05
3:05
9:15
3:15
9:25
3:25
9:35
3:45
9:45
4:05
9:55
4:25
10:05
4:45
10:15
5:05
10:25
5-25
10:35
5:45
10:45
6:05
10:55
6:25
11 :05
6:45
11 : 15
7:05
11:25
7:25
11 :35
7:45
11:55
a os
12:15
8:25
12:35
8:45
12:45
9:05
1 :05
9 25
1 :25
g-45
10 05

FRIDAY UNTIL 6:55

PM

MILLETT

H.8,LL
7:40
8:25
9:10
9:55
10:40
11 :25
12:10
12:55
1 :40
2:25
3:10
3:55
4:40
5:25
6:10
6:55

........
..............

LQI20

......................

·····.............
........
.......
............
..,,,,

..........

.................
3:15
4:00
4:45
5:30
6:15

...........

MCLIN

GYM
7:50
8:35
9:20
10:05
10:50
11 :35
12:20
1 :05
1:50
2:35
3:20
4:05
4:50
5:35
6:20

................

SATURDAYS ONLY

ROUTE 3
HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE

MILLE I I
1 :35
1 :45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45
2:55
3:05
3·15
3:35
3.55
4:15
4:35
4:55
5:15
5:35
5:55
6:15
6:35
6:55
7:15
7:35
7:55
8:15
8:35
8:55
9:15
9:35
9:55

WOODS

EMERALD

YJ.LLAGE .eJ.N.E. HALL

_MEIJER

2:15
3:15
4:15

2:25
3:25
4:25

2:35
3:35
4:35

MALL
FQQD CT
2:50
3:50
4:50

6:50
7:50
9:00

7:00
8:00
9:15

7:15
8:15
9:30

2:20
3:20
4:20

........

6:25
6:30
6:35
6:40
6:45
7:25
7:30
7:35
7:40
7:45
8:25*
8:30•
8:35*
8:40..
8:4S""
*DROP OFF ONLY -- NO PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

LAKES

SHUTTLES RUN ONLY WHILE CLASSES ARE IN SESSION AND DURING FINALS WEEK.
NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS.
ALL SHUTTLES ARE WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE.
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 OR 2.
$1 CHARGE EACH WAY FOR ROUTE 3 (EXACT CHANGE PLEASE).

